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Introduction
Problems:
• How do I get started with machine learning in high energy physics?


• How do I evaluate my results?


• How do we reproduce and compare results?
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Solution:
• JetNet: Python package with easy-to-access datasets, standardised evaluation 

metrics, and more utilities for improving accessibility and reproducibility in ML + 
HEP.


• JetNet is designed to allow the user to focus on building and training their 
model instead of worrying about the data being correctly formatted, etc.



Today
• Loading and looking at one of the JetNet datasets (JetNet)
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• Preparing the dataset for training a model


• Evaluation Metrics


• Impact of JetNet


• Future of JetNet



What are Jets? Why do we use Jets for 
Machine Learning?
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• Jets are sprays of particles resulting from quarks and 
gluons produced in high-energy particle collisions


•We are often uncertain about the type and properties 
of the particle that produced the jet


• Jets can also be hard to model and reconstruct


• This is where ML comes into play!


•We can use ML for jet reconstruction, classification, 
regression, simulation, anomaly detection, etc.



JetNet Datasets 
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•JetNet Dataset: 
•  Gluon, light quarks, top quarks, W bosons, Z 
bosons


•TopTagging Dataset: 
•QCD and Top Quark


•QuarkGluon Dataset: 
•Gluon and light quarks


•JetClass Dataset (coming soon!): 
•10 different classes of jet types!



Let’s take a look at the JetNet Dataset
• First, we take a look at the 

particle and jet features that 
are offered in the JetNet 
dataset


• Second, we load the 
dataset with some 
arguments such as jet type, 
data directory, etc.
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JetNet Dataset
• First, we take a look at the 

particle features of the 10 
highest momentum 
particles in the first jet.


• Second, we take a look at 
the jet features of the first 
jet
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JetNet Utility Functions, to_image
• Allows the user to convert 

jet data from one of the 
datasets into Jet Images


• Assists with data 
visualization to identify 
patterns, trends, and 
possible outliers with an eye 
test


• Many other built-in utility 
functions!
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Dataset preparation 
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•  To prepare the dataset for machine 
learning applications, we can use the 
jetnet.datasets.JetNet class itself, 
which inherits the 
pytorch.data.utils.Dataset class


• We’ll also use the class to normalize 
the features to have zero means and 
unit standard deviations, and 
transform the jet type feature to be 
one-hot-encoded


• Data Splits

• We can now feed this into a PyTorch 

DataLoader and start training!



Evaluation Metrics 
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•  We want objective, standardized 
metrics to evaluate ML results 

•  This is difficult in simulations 

•  JetNet includes metrics to help 
alleviate this difficulty



Impact of JetNet 
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•  30k downloads 

•JetNet has enabled a lot of exciting 
research in ML for jets!

Paper: 2301.08128

Use Case: accessed jets via JetNet tor 
training a GAN, and used JetNet

Evaluation metrics to evaluate the jets


Paper: 2303.05376 , 2304.01266

Use Case: accessed jets via JetNet tor diffusion 
models, and metrics via JetNet to evaluate the jets


Paper: 2211.10295

Use Case: accessed jets via 
JetNet and distorts them to test 
evaluation metrics

Paper: 2212.07347

Use Case: accessed jets via 
JetNet to train a Lorentz-
equivariant auto encoder for 
compression and anomaly 
detection


Paper: 2211.09912

Use Case: Uses TopTagging 
dataset and interpret’s the 
ParticleNet model’s 
classification score

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.08128
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.05376
https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.01266
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.10295
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.07347
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.09912


Another example of using JetNet
Self-Supervised Learning (VICReg) for Jet Classification
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• Perform data augmentations to produce 
different views of the same image —> jet 

• VICReg loss consists of the Variance, 
Invariance, and Covariance terms all used 
to prevent an informational collapse that 
tends to be common in self-supervised 
learning approaches 

• Classical Data Augmentations: 
• Random Jitter, Random Resized Crop, Gaussian Blur, etc.


• Physics-Inspired Data Augmentations: 
• Rotations, boosts, collinear splitting, etc.

Summary: Access jets via JetNet, apply data augmentations in order to train a network to be invariant to these 
augmentations and classify the jets correctly.



Future of JetNet 
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•  Expand to more datasets! 

•  Expand to datasets with calorimeter showers 

•  Integrate Lazy Loading


•  Integrate Physics-inspired augmentations for Self-Supervised 
Learning 

•  Any feedback is greatly appreciated and welcomed!



Conclusion 
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•  Today, we saw a small glimpse of the JetNet library:


•  Datasets —> Preparing dataset in 2-3 lines of code

•  Evaluation Metrics

•  Utility functions 
•  Impact of JetNet

•  Where we are heading 

• By allowing researchers to access datasets easily and focus on the 
ML, JetNet is enabling state-of-the-art research in areas like 
equivariant neural networks, explainable AI, diffusion, and self-
supervised learning!



Thank you! 
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•  Thank you to all of the organizers at CHEP, Javier Duarte, 
Raghav Kansal, and the EXPAND program at UC San Diego! 
Thank you to the DOE Office of Advanced Scientific Computing 
Research, FAIR4HEP, and the NSF, A3D3  program for their 
continued support!


